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cumulus clouds

(alternative covers,  
alternative titles, different times)

nimbostratus clouds

stratocumulus clouds

About the cover / packaging:  the original 

idea was inspired from the jump by 

something we saw being thrown out from 

the graphics department of Cooper Union 

when I was a sculpture student there in 

the early ‘70s.  It’s basically the Vietnam 

photos printed across the page from this 

text - different cloud formations behind 

each - with the captions kinda like what 

I’ve added, and I don’t know the original 

artist, but, man I’d like to thank him or her.  

For now, I was trying to find something 
more abrasively current, but I ran up 

against the clearest blocks, both legally 

and morally, to many of the images.  Using 

the American death drone, and images of 

the pain of others, makes the right point 

in terms of the captions, which is the real 

set of points of the cover’s tone.  

I’m guessing it’s clear.



The predator drone pictured in the top / dominant images on the 
first pages of the packaging is the MQ-9 Reaper, manufactured 
by General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc; contracted by Air 
Combat Command; 115 Thompson St., Suite 210; Langley AFB, VA 
23665-1987; DSN 574-5007 or 757-764-5007.  It’s paid for by our 
tax dollars, so I assume I can share the contact address.  Perhaps 
the manufacturer’s address is more important: General Atomics 
Aeronautical Systems, Inc; 14200 Kirkham Way;  Poway, CA 92064; 
(858) 312-2810 

from the U.S. Air Force site:

Mission
The MQ-9 Reaper is an armed, multi-mission, medium-altitude, 
long-endurance remotely piloted aircraft that is employed 
primarily against dynamic execution targets and secondarily as 
an intelligence collection asset. Given its significant loiter 
time, wide-range sensors, multi-mode communications suite, and 
precision weapons -- it provides a unique capability to perform 
strike, coordination, and reconnaissance against high-value, 
fleeting, and time-sensitive targets. 

Reapers can also perform the following missions and tasks: 
intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, close air support, 
combat search and rescue, precision strike, buddy-lase,  
convoy/raid overwatch, target development, and terminal air 
guidance. The MQ-9’s capabilities make it uniquely qualified  
to conduct irregular warfare operations in support of combatant  
commander objectives. 

Acknowledged areas of operation by the US Air Force  
include, but are not limited to, Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia,  
Mali, Pakistan, and Niger.

anticipating a U.S. fighter jet  
attack, not a drone attack

Spinwam, Pakistan - April 2011

Dandi Darpakheil, Pakistan  
- September 2012

Hangu, Pakistan - November 2013

Afghanistan, April 2013

Abyan province, Yemen, May 2012

Pakistan, date unknown

Pakistan, date unknown

news photos / images of some of the 
damage from U.S. predator drones
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fernando saunders
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charles neville



The first thing I need to write about concerning the rekid is the tuning, 
‘cause it kinda’ changes the light, the quality of light in the room, in 
the evening, maybe.  Brandon and I were listening to soul warningly 
gorgeous music from some “field recordings” from Mozambique, South 
India and, I think, Xingu in Brazil, mostly children’s choirs but also a bit 
of a cappella adult voices, and it was clear that none of it was tuned 
to 440.  As we all know, 440 wasn’t always the locked tuning law, fuck, 
we know that Beethoven’s “C” was nowhere near what we hear as “C”…  
Brandon mentioned that he’d read somewhere that the 440 absolute 
was locked in the 1930s, by the Nazis… why, ’cause it sounded like just 
the right amount of tension and anxiety?  I’m not sure that ends up 
being the true source of that fake absolute, but we all agreed that 
the unselfconscious, intoxicatingly beautiful sense of melodic center 
that governed the “field recordings”  were closer to our feeling of a 
comfortable melodic center, so all the music on this rekid (except for 
the “field recordings” of our own music, the music from the cassette 
of our sound check at SOBs and the recording of the band at Nancy in 
1984) are tuned to about 432, something close to what we heard from 
the children’s choirs.  It’s funny, the more “human scale” (to us) tuning 
of 432 we used really has a funny effect on the people who’ve heard the 
music.  It seems that no matter how fast we play, no matter how intense 
and complex the rhythms we spoke through (following the hearts’ and 
the musics’ dictates), people seemed to always hear it as “slower” and 
relaxed.  In some ways, although we’re robbed of the rhythmic, intense 
awe, it’s sweet, really sweet.  No?  Hey, human scale, even in tuning, um, 
wow.

Yeah, as I assume you all know, and is one of the main reasons you 
either bought this rekid or engaged with the project as a crowd funding 
partner, the music we make sounds like no other music, fuck, even our 
“mistakes” sound like no other music’s “mistakes”….. I’d like to think it’s 
because we’re being true to our collective “heart”, to those passions 
that drive us to make music in the first place, as our way of seeing / 
hearing ourselves in the fabric / weave of life, more than just seeing 
ourselves reflected on the surface of it.  ANYWAY, for this record, 
Steve brought into the sessions beautifully written charts for the 

songs we had worked on, and, as the players are amongst the best in the 
world we were able to completely nail about 17 of the charted songs 
within the first day and a half.  But, that was just the beginning of making 
this record, or making this music audible, well, as it demanded to be made 
audible in all our hearts, darknesses,  restlessnesses…  We needed to 
keep going through all the music, allowing the right mistakes to emerge, 
not mistakes that are just cracks in the surface, but the mistakes that 
allow floods of even more, deeper music, to flow through.  Maybe it’s 
truer to the reason we make music in the first place, why we’re more or 
less driven to make it, than to “make a living”, who knows…  But the music 
does ring more like passion than like money…..   so, unhappy for us… 
sigh….

about the words on the rekid:  I don’t think there’s a lot there that’s 
particularly deep in the word I wrote for the project, it’s just a  
sequence of images we thought were fun.  I was also taken by the way  
the same words and images were transformed when integrated into 
different songs / forms / sets of changes / singers’ phrasing, etc…   
More fun. But, yeah, there are traces of matter I take very seriously too.

As with all of the best work we’ve done, there are hours of other 
music recorded during these sessions that were not finished, or were 
not included, and, as I’m sure everyone knows by now, it’s not because 
there wasn’t extraordinary music there, but just that it didn’t fit into 
the musical / passionate narrative that asserted itself in making this 
record / music a direct, coherent point / statement of disquiet.  Well, it 
just leads to a drive to finish those pieces, to make additional rekids…..   
yeah, and more to more financial struggles, and to more fights in which 
we realize why we are here needing to make music in the aural image of 
the turbulence in our…  well, you know.  It does make me smile with a 
grounding calm  that Jean-Philippe’s beautiful piece, done right, that 
Negro’s drum corrections-to-human-retrograde pieces and that Steve’s 
wall of sound spiritual will be finished and released in whatever form 
the next rekid takes, just a little later.  … that the music here isn’t 
really finished, and never will be…. 
 
- Kip



songs in order of appearance:
1 - She Can Measure the History of Dreams (5:30)    
Kip Hanrahan / Cliff Korman / Brandon Ross
2 - Lucia’s Young Night (2:00) Kip Hanrahan / Lucia Ameen
3 - Dancing With Sweetness, Tonight (4:32)  
Kip Hanrahan / Steve Swallow / Robby Ameen
4 - Perfect Math, In a Model Bronx Childhood (2:23) Kip Hanrahan
5 - Our Reflection in the Turbulent Heat  (It’as really you…) (1:27)  
Robby Ameen / Fernando Saunders / Kip Hanrahan
6 - Silvana Laughs at the Film Noir Shadows  (for Silvana DeLuigi) (3:33)  
Steve Swallow / Kip Hanrahan
7 - Andy Laughs at One of the Few Golden Veins in Our Bronx Childhood   
(for Andy Gonzalez) (6:06) Steve Swallow / Kip Hanrahan / Jennifer Hernandez
8 - We Were Not Alone (Fernando looks for closure - but there’s never any…)   
(for Lou and Jack) (6:38) Fernando Saunders / Kip Hanrahan
9 - Name Us Light (2:34)  Brandon Ross / Kip Hanrahan
10 - Sometimes I Can Go For Nights, Forgetting (2:03) Kip Hanrahan / Cliff Korman 
11 - She and He Describe the Exact Same Intimate Moment (6:38)  
Kip Hanrahan / Steve Swallow / Fernando Saunders
12 - A Naked Woman, Comfortable  (1- Giacomo and Kip, with the clarity of  
Lucy, explain the recording techniques of the rekid) (0:30)  Giacomo Merega /  
Kip Hanrahan
13-  A More Naked Man, Frightened (2 - Giacomo and Kip, with the clarity of  
Lucy, explain the recording techniques of the rekid) (0.29) Giacomo Merega /  
Kip Hanrahan
14 - The Dusk Coming to a Moving Rest  (3- Giacomo and Kip, with the clarity  
of Lucy, explain the recording techniques of the rekid) (1:01) Giacomo Merega /  
Kip Hanrahan
15 - Somewhere In the Deepest Blue, Theres A Woman Who Knows… (Grayson’s 
grasp of the light of the dreamless moon, and sings it through the next take  
of “She Can Measure The History of Dreams”… ) a.k.a. alternate understanding / 
take of “She Can Measure the History of Dreams…”  (4:31) Steve Swallow /  
Kip Hanrahan / Grayson Hugh
16 - The Heat Changed The Colors of My Eyes  (1:37) Kip Hanrahan / Robby Ameen
17 - The Night Finding It’s Form (1:54) Brandon Ross / Kip Hanrahan
18 - Some Scottish Lullaby (0:43) Jack Bruce / Kip Hanrahan 
19 - In Olinda, She Calmly Explained the Use of the Reflexive…. (3:48)  
Kip Hanrahan / Fernando Saunders 
20 - All Us Working Class Boys (5:11) Kip Hanrahan / Steve Swallow

players in order of appearance: 

Kip Hanrahan (direction, percussion); Michael Chambers 

(electric guitar, voice); Dick Kondas (audio engineer);  

Brandon Ross (voice, guitar, electric guitar, banjo);  

Luisito Quintero (congas, timbales, percussion);  

Robby Ameen (trap drums, percussion); Yunior Terry (bass); 

Charles Neville (tenor sax); Lucia Ameen (voice);  

Milton Cardona (congas); Anthony Carrillo (congas);  

Richie Flores (congas); Andy Gonzalez (bass);  

Steve Swallow (electric bass); Xiomara Laugart (voice); 

Fernando Saunders (electric bass, voice, cello, guitar);  

Josh Sinton (baritone sax); Alfredo Triff (violin);  

J.D. Allen (tenor sax); Miss Jennifer Hernandez (voice); 

Roberto Poveda (voice); David Rodriguez (tapes, sound effects); 

Craig Handy (tenor sax); Lucy Penabaz (voice);  

Giacomo Merega (electric bass); Grayson Hugh (voice);  

Senti Toy (voice); Ignacio Berroa (trap drums);  

Giovanni Hidalgo (congas); Steve Berrios (congas);  

Jack Bruce (voice, electric bass);  

Chico Freeman (tenor sax); Mario Rivera (baritone sax)



alfredo triff

dick kondas

 fernando saunders and  
michael chambers

luisito  quintero

lucy penabaz

xiomara laugart 

frédéricq bianchet

giacomo merega

robby ameen

leijia hanrahan

steve swallow and yunior terry

kip hanrahan and robby ameen



jd allen

kip hanrahan

craig handy

senti toy

jennifer hernendez

greyson hugh

production:
Produced by Kip Hanrahan and Michael Chambers with Dick Kondas and Robby Ameen.  
Executive Producer: Leijia Hanrahan.  
Recorded July 2015 through December 2016 at Oscilloscope Labs, Manhattan  
(Dick Kondas, engineer; Andre Kelman, very engaged  while snarlingly skeptical recording 
assistant); Figure 8 Studio, Brooklyn; (Dick Kondas, engineer); EastSide Sound, Manhattan 
(Marc Urselli, engineer); mixed December 2016 at Oscilloscope Labs, Manhattan  
(Dick Kondas, engineer and Andre Kelman, still the very engaged, but still snarling,  
but still indispensable recording assistant)
Mastered December 2016 and March 2017 at Sterling Sound (Greg Calbi, still the  
absolute best!!!!, mastering engineer)
Some additional overdubs were recorded by Fernando Saunders in the Ostrava, Czech 
Republic and by Alfredo Triff in Miami, Florida. Some extra recordings incorporated in  
the music were recorded during a KH band pre-concert soundcheck in SOBs, Manhattan,  
in November 1994; and during the concert at the Nancy Jazz Pulsations, France, October 
1984. 
The following people are amongst those who contributed their caring and support to this 
project in the form of financial contributions to the crowd funding campaign: 
as an Executive Producer: Marilyn Karsten
as Co-Producers: Freddy Dezeure, Rob Wood, Margrit Bruce, Sumiko Kiyose, Scott Marcus, 
Robert Bitschofsky, Robert Killip, Phil Beards, Myron Adams, Lesley Karsten, Joseph 
Pettini, Jean Philippe Poibeau, Derek Araujo, David Roney, David Castellan, Damien 
Bonelli, Al Shaffer
as Associate Producers: Massimino Russo, Don Palmer, Ian Purves, Johanna Bockman, 
Andrew Zimmerman, Keita Ohwada, Madeline Hanrahan, Marta Ulvaeus, Ryo Ohashi,  
Yaron Hallis
so many others contributed to the indieGoGo campaign for this rekid, for this music,  
that my operative sense of defiant isolation was overwhelmed by this almost intoxicating 
sense of, well, gratitude, something I’d never thought I’d, um, achieve….. um, thank you, 
thank you, thank you!  …and that set of thanks is apolitical!
Special, vibrant thanks is also owed to Ryoji Fukui at MUZAK, Werner Aldinger at Enja  
and to David Bither who keeps proving himself one astoundingly beautiful lifetime friend.  
Also deep thanks to my Jonathan Robinson for such brilliant, smartly  
critical encouragement.
….and, breathtakingly, to Jen Durbin, Nancy Hanrahan, Anita Suarez-Ameen 
and Kathy Kondas for their patience as well as encouragement and, um, …love……  
really, really.
packaging designed by capoeira graphics, assisted by Joey Parlett and Fabian Rutte.  
The major photos of the players and recording sessions were taken by Frédéricq Bianchet, 
who flew into New York to work on a film about the sessions and music, the footage he’s 
taken of which is just fucking beautiful. Check out his film, “Vive La Recre (Playground 
Style)”, for the sweetest, deepest glimpse of childhood and of music.   
The news photos were copped from the internet.
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